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Abstract
Different Web document models in relation to the hyper-
text nature of the Web are presented. The Web graph is the
most well known and used data extracted from the Web hy-
pertext. The ways it has been used in works in relation with
information retrieval are surveyed. Finally, some consider-
ations about the integration of these works in a Web search
engine are presented.
1. Web document models
Flat independent pages The immediate reuse of the long
lived Information Retrieval (IR) techniques led to the most
simple model of Web documents. It was used by the first
search engines: Excite (1993), Lycos (1994), AltaVista
(1994), etc. In this model, HTML pages are converted to
plain text by removing the tags and keeping the text be-
tween the tags. Easily, the content of some tags can be
ignored. Then pages are indexed as flat plain text. The
prevailing IR model used with this document model is the
vector model, though AltaVista introduced a combination
of a Boolean model to select a bunch of documents which
is then ranked with a vector model.
The main advantage of this model is that many of the tra-
ditional IR tools and techniques could be straightforwardly
used.
Structured independent pages The enhancement from
the first model is that some structure about the pages is kept
either in the index or considered in the indexing step. For
instance, with a Boolean like models, words could be only
looked for in the title tag. Such capabilities have been pro-
posed for some time, but, like other Boolean capabilities,
did not get much public success. With the vector model
the words appearing in the title or sectioning tag (for in-
stance) could receive a greater weight than others. Some
search engines mentioned this peculiarity, but, as far as I
know, no details were given and no experiments were con-
ducted to prove the effectiveness of these different weight-
ing schemes.
These uses of the internal structure of the Web docu-
ments are very weak compared to the strong internal struc-
ture allowed by HTML. But the documents found on the
Web are not strongly structured because many structural el-
ements are misused to obtain page layouts. So, the works
in IR on structured documents are not useful in the actual
Web.
Linked pages In this model the hypertext links repre-
sented by the <a href="..."> tags are used to build
a directed graph: the Web graph. The nodes of the graph
are the pages themselves, and there is one arc from the node
P to the node P ′ iff there is somewhere in the HTML code
of P an href link to the page P ′. Note that this is a sim-
plification of what is really coded in the HTML, because if
there are many href links in P to P ′, there is only one arc
(otherwise, we would define a multigraph).
But the most difficult point here is to define precisely
what are the nodes: pages or URL or set of pages. Let us
precise the choice.
The pages are identified by their URL, and URL them-
selves are composed of nine fields:
<scheme>://<user>:<passwd>@<host>:<port>/
<path>;<parameters>?<query>#<fragment>
If the user and passwd fields can be safely ignored,
what to do with the parameters and query ones is not
trivial. By ignoring them to define the nodes, a graph with
fewer nodes and more connectivity is obtained, but the point
is what of the many content is to be associated to the node ?
Moreover, using the fragment field would lead either
to consider the page as composed of smaller units or to con-
sider these smaller units as the documents to be returned
by the search engine. Though, due to the poor use of the
HTML, many of the opening <A NAME="..."> tags are
not closed with a </A>, so many fragments are not fully
delimited. So I think that this field should be ignored.
Another difficulty is the replication of pages, ei-
ther actual replication on different servers or replica-
tion through different names on a single server. As
an example of the second case, both http://rim.
emse.fr/ and http://www.emse.fr/fr/transfert/
g2i/depscientifiques/rim/index.html point on the
same page. When it is possible to recognize this replication, I
think it is better to merge the different URL in a single node be-
cause a graph with higher density is obtained and as they refer to
the same content there is not the problem of choosing or building
such a content.
Given some choices regarding the quoted questions, the di-
rected graph can be built. It has been extensively studied [3] [10]
and used for information retrieval in particular. We will review
some of its usages in section 2.
Anchor linked pages This model takes into account more
of the HTML code. Each anchor, delimited with a <a
href="..."> tag and the corresponding </a> tag, is used to
index the page pointed by the href attribute. This idea is still in use
in some search engines. Moreover in the Web context where spi-
dering is an essential part of the information retrieval system (IRS)
to keep the index up to date, it allows the association of an index to
a document (a page) before it is actually loaded. Variations consist
in heuristics that take into account not only the anchor text itself
but also its neighboring. Note that this is not very different from
the first point exposed in section 2 about relevance propagation.
2. Link usage
The Web graph between pages is used by many works. In rela-
tion to IR it has been used for different goals.
Index enhancement and relevance propagation One of
the first ideas tested in hypertext environments [8] consists in us-
ing the index of neighbors of a node either to index the node in
the indexing step, or to use the relevance score values (RSV) of
these nodes in the querying step. Both of these methods are based
on the idea that the text in a node (a page in the Web context) is
not self contained and that the text of the neighbors can give either
a context or some precision to the text of the nodes. Savoy con-
ducted many experiments to test this idea. He reports that effec-
tiveness improvements are low with vector and probabilistic mod-
els [16] and higher with the Boolean model [17]. Marchiori uses a
propagation with some fading for fuzzy metadata [13]. The same
scheme could be applied to the term weights in the vector model.
Page ranking: PageRank [2] and HITS [9] We will not
describe once more here these two methods. The first one attribute
a (popularity) score to every page, the second one attributes two
(hubbiness and authority) scores to them. The key point is that
these scores are independent of the words used either in the docu-
ments or in the query.
Page gathering The page ranking algorithms can be used on
any graph, and hence on any subgraph of the Web. The PageRank
algorithm has been used to focus gathering on a given topic [5].
Page categorization If some pages are categorized, it can help
to categorize their neighbors, this idea has been used in combina-
tion with the content analysis of the pages [4].
Page classification Classification is different from categoriza-
tion in the sense that classes are not predefined. A method based
on co-citation, which was first used in library science [18], is pre-
sented in the Web context by Prime et al. [15], it aims to semi-
automatically qualify Web pages with metadata.
Similar page discovery Dean et al. [6] proposed two solu-
tions to this problem. The first one is based on the HITS algorithm
and the second one is based on co-citation [18].
Replica discovery Bharat et al. present a survey of techniques
to find replicas on the Web [1]. One of them is based on the link
structure of the Web.
Logical Units Discovery The idea here is akin to that of in-
dex enhancement: if pages are not self contained, they need to be
indexed or searched with other ones. But here, the context is not
built with a breadth first search algorithm on the Web graph, but
with other algorithms.
Three methods are aimed at augmenting the recall, with the
idea that not all the concepts of a conjunctive query are present in
a page, but some of them are in neighbor pages [7] [19] [11]. Note
that the Dyreson’s method [7] does not use the Web graph but a
graph derived from it by taking into account the directory hierar-
chy coded in the URL. These three methods share the drawback
that they take place in a boolean framework.
Tajima et al. [20] propose to discover the logical units of in-
formation by clustering. To take into account the structure, the
similarity between two clusters is zero when there are no links be-
tween any page of one cluster and any page of the second cluster,
otherwise the similarity is computed with Salton’s model. So there
is not a strong use of the link structure.
Communities discovery Another approach by Li et al. [12]
attempts to discover logical domains— as opposed to the physical
domains tied to the host addresses. These domains are of a greater
granularity than the logical units of the previous paragraph. Their
goal is to cluster the results of a search task. In order to build these
domains, the first step consists in finding k (an algorithm param-
eter) entry points with criteria that take into account the title
tag content, the textual content of the URL1, the in and out degree
within the Web graph, etc. In the second step, pages that are not
entry points are linked to the first entry point located above con-
sidering their URL path (as a result, some pages may stay orphan).
Moreover some conditions — minimal size of a domain, radius —
influence the constitution of domains.
1Some words such as welcome, home, people, user, etc. are important.
3. Link tools
There are rather few basic methods used in the link usage:
1. graph search (mainly breadth first search);
2. PageRank and HITS algorithms (which are matrix based);
3. co-citation (building the co-citation data is also a matrix; ma-
nipulation)
4. clustering (many methods can be used).
4. URL use
We already note that Dyreson [7] does use the URL data to dis-
cover logical units. In the study conducted by Mizuuchi et al. [14]
the URL coded paths are used to discover for every page P one
(and only one) entry page, i.e. a page by which a reader is sup-
posed to get through before arriving at P . A page tree is defined
by these entry pages. This tree is used to enhance the index of a
page with the content of some tags of the ancestors of P .
5. Conclusion and proposition
IR integration The works quoted above are not all dealing di-
rectly with the IR problem. Many of them were not tested with test
collections which are standard in the IR community such those of
TREC 2. So some work has to be done on how to integrate and test
these methods in a search engine.
Precision enhancement Now, I present some qualitative con-
siderations. Many of these methods are aimed at dealing with the
huge size of the Web: everything about some kind of classification
or categorization are of this kind. Most often, these methods can
be applied either before the query as a preprocessing step or on the
results of a query.
While not explicitly in this direction the PageRank algorithm
can be considered of this kind. Due to the very huge size of the
Web, many queries, especially the very short queries submitted
by the Web users, have many, many answers. The polysemy is
much higher than in traditional IR collections. So the use of clues
external to the vocabulary can be seen as a discrimination factor to
select documents when the collection is very large.
Recall enhancement The other usages (Index enhancement
and Logical Units Discovery) are aimed on the contrary to enhance
recall, which is not often required, or not a priority when too many
irrelevant answers are given to the queries.
Though, as for me, the Logical Units Discovery methods can
be considered in an IR point of view as trying to access to different
levels of granularity of documents in the Web space. If we con-
sider that an IR system returns pointers to documents, the notion
of document is what is returned by the IR system. So if an IR sys-
tem returns a Logical Unit which is composed of several pages,
this is a higher level of granularity.
2http://trec.nist.gov/
Proposition: a hierarchical presentation of the Web
Many of the queries submitted to search engines have many many
answers. The IR traditional relevance and the popularity produce
lists of answers. But presenting the results as an ordered list in-
creases the likelihood of missing important, and in some sense
rarer, information. This is true especially if the ranking is only
done with popularity as this has the effect that the best ranked
documents have the more likelihood to get better ranked.
I suggest that the results should be presented by clusters, with
a number of clusters manageable by the user (from ten to one hun-
dred, it could be a user preference). With iterative clustering, any
document would be at a log(n) distance from the root rather than
to be at a n distance from the beginning of a sorted list.
To help to do that, many possibilities can be considered:
• some of the clustering techniques could be applied either on
the Web, or on the results of a query;
These clustering could be done with similarity based on dif-
ferent clues according to the user information need (text sim-
ilarity, co-citation similarity, co-occurrence, etc.)
• some categorization could be used (particularly open ones 3);
• Entry Points Discovery and Logical Units Discovery could
be used to merge several URL in a single node in the graph;
Merging several URLs in a single node has two beneficial
effects: it both reduces the size of the graph and the resulting
graph has a higher density. Reducing the size of the graph
has an influence on the run time of the algorithms, which
is important due to the size of the Web and the complexity
of some algorithms (clustering for example). Increasing the
density is important because the Web graph is rather sparse,
and a few proportion of pages are cited (and even fewer are
co-cited). So the benefit of the algorithms based on the links
is not well spread.
• recall enhancement methods could be used when queries
give no answers.
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